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 This study examines the jobs-housing balance and the excess commute of Saturn 
employees in Spring Hill.  Until recently, the number of jobs has greatly exceeded the 
number of houses.  In 2005 the balance is about even, however many newer residents are 
believed to be people who work in Nashville.  Many Saturn employees live on the 
outskirts of Spring Hill and must commute longer distances to work.  A spatial analysis 
using GIS of employee home locations shows that 74% of employees commute is in 
excess compared to if employees actually lived within Spring Hill.  Surveys of Saturn 
employees shows traffic en route to work is a major frustration.   It is suggested that 
future housing development in Spring Hill occur closer to Saturn.  This will equilibrate 
the jobs-housing balance and will reduce the excess commute.  Other Southern towns 
may wish to consider these results when planning for the development of automobile 
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Spring Hill, Tennessee has experienced dramatic growth within the last twenty 
years. With the location of Saturn automobile manufacturing plant in 1989, and in more 
recent years the overflow of Nashville’s suburban sprawl, Spring Hill’s new residents are 
placing a tight strain on the once small town infrastructure.  Of particular note is the 
increase in local traffic and the strain on the local housing market.  This thesis research 
will investigate the relationship between commuting and jobs-housing balance within 
Spring Hill. The significance of this research is that many automobile manufacturing 
plants are relocating to small southern suburbs.  This research will serve as a basis to 
gauge the commuting effects on the local community. 
General Motor’s auto corporation, Saturn, announced its plans to make Spring 
Hill the headquarters for its vehicles in 1985.  GM moved to Spring Hill for economic
and logistics reasons. Economically, the land and taxes were cheaper than Detroit.  
Logistically, Spring Hill is located at the important perpendicular intersection of
Interstate 40 and 65. The town is within 600 miles of 65% of the US population.  The 
company brought five thousand plus jobs to the area; however, the majority of employees 




houses when Saturn began production in 1989.  The community of Spring Hill was a job-
rich / housing-poor community. Most employees had to live in a house in an outlying 
location. 
Despite the increase in jobs, housing and goods and services have lagged into the 
community of Spring Hill. As of 1990, there were only 580 houses in the Spring Hill 
area (Tennessee Statistical Abstract 2003).  The number of houses dramatically increased 
to 2819, up 486%, by 2000 (Census 2000b), yet this is still substantially lower than 
needed to accommodate the five thousand-plus new workers and their families.  In 
addition, the first major grocery chain did not locate in the area until 1995, six years after 
Saturn had opened. A special city-wide census conducted by Spring Hill in 2005 showed 
that the number of houses was 5,994. Almost twenty years after Saturn’s establishment, 
the number of houses finally caught up to the number of employees.  Most of the housing 
growth just recently occurred from 2000 to 2005, far after the development of Saturn.  
This delay in available housing within the community raises the question of where Saturn 
employees live and where local residents work. 
Spring Hill has begun alleviate the jobs-housing imbalance by building more 
housing within the community.  However, the new housing may be a little late to 
accommodate many of the Saturn employees.  Nonetheless, the new housing in Spring
Hill may be in preparation for the opportunity of another job increase.  The likelihood of 
another job expansion within the community is favorable.  Most land off of state route 
396 is zoned exclusively for industry. Expansion Management Magazine in 2005 and 
2006 rated Nashville and the surrounding ten counties (includes city of Spring Hill) the 
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Nation’s top city for business expansion and relocation (Krizner).  For example, in 2006 
Nissan decided to relocate their US headquarters less than twenty miles north of Spring 
Hill in Cool Springs. 
Sprawl from Nashville may be influencing Spring Hill.  In the past few years, 
Spring Hill has been recognized in the top 15 fastest growing cities in the Nation with a 
population of at least 10,000 (Census 2004). The Spring Hill mayor believes that most of 
the recent flux of residents to Spring Hill derives from Nashville’s growth (Glasscock 
2005). Before Saturn and Nashville’s growth entered the city limits, the population of 
Spring Hill was under 1,000 (Tennessee Statistical Abstract 2003).  As of 2005, Spring 
Hill has a population over 17,000 (Special City-Wide Census 2005). Many believe the 
population will surpass 20,000 people shortly, if it has not already.  The mayor believes 
Nashville workers are trying to escape the hectic life by living in the relaxed atmosphere 
that the Spring Hill community provides (Glasscock 2005).  The mayor referred to Spring 
Hill as a “bedroom” community.  The influx of more residents potentially puts an even 
greater strain on the local housing market.  It also sets up an interesting traffic pattern.   
The majority of traffic within Spring Hill consists of Saturn employees and Spring 
Hill residents.  A substantial number of Saturn employees have to commute from outside 
the city limits.  This is referred to as the in-commute.  On the other hand, many 
“bedroom” residents within Spring Hill work in the greater Nashville area, and thus must 
commute out from Spring Hill to Nashville.  This is referred to as the out-commute.  Both 
in-commute and out-commute are occurring simultaneously, and thus Spring Hill is a 
complete commuter city.  The substantial amount of commuting shows in the Census’s 
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average minutes to work commute.  Spring Hill’s commute of 30.4 minutes is nearly five 
minutes longer than the national average and nearly seven minutes longer than 
surrounding communities (Census 2000a).  
Besides Spring Hill, the overall surrounding region has been experiencing rapid 
growth. Nashville, Spring Hill, and Middle Tennessee have shown growth over recent 
years. According to a USA Today article by Haya El Nasser and Paul Overberg, “The 
Nashville region, in particular, risks becoming another Atlanta,” and Nashville was 
dubbed the country’s most sprawling city in the United States (2001).  The greater 
Nashville area includes 10 surrounding counties: Davidson (Nashville city limits), 
Cheatham, Montgomery, Sumner, Wilson Robertson, Rutherford, Dickson, Williamson, 
and Maury Counties (Cumberland Region Tomorrow 2005).  Spring Hill lies on the 
southern edge of Nashville’s expansive growth.  In as little as twenty years, the greater 
Nashville area is expected to see a population increase from 1.5 million increase to 2.0 
million (CRT 2005).  However, Nashville and the rest of Davidson County have a 
population of 569,891, according to the 2000 Census.  The surrounding nine-county 
region, including Maury and Williamson Counties (Spring Hill location), has an 
increasing population of 865,686 (Census 2000b).  The Nashville planning group 
estimates that by the year 2020 there should be 560,000 new residences to the 10-county 
region (2004).  Spring Hill and the greater Nashville area should in turn expect an 
increase in future growth and commute distance and times. 
The substantial increase in population within this once sleepy Southern town 








of houses in Spring Hill? How many Saturn employees commute from outside Spring 
Hill, and what routes do they take to get back and forth to work?  Is there an excess 
commute within the community, and if so, what type of strain does this create on local 
resources?  How much could the recent increase in housing benefit the daily commutes 
should Saturn employees relocate?  This thesis research will attempt to address these 
questions and to investigate the relationship between commuting and jobs-housing 
balance within Spring Hill, Tennessee.  This research is important for communities with 
or hoping for an automotive industry locating into the area.  It should help with future 
planning towards accommodating employee housing.   
Objectives and Hypothesis 
The objectives of this study are: 
1) To calculate the 1990, 1991, 1993, and 2005 jobs-housing balance in the city of 
Spring Hill / Thompsons Station and the average commute of Saturn workers 
2) To survey the Saturn Employees to find time and distance commutes, routes to 
work, and opinions on improving the local community. 
3) To determine the excess commute of Saturn workers and the local community 
The following hypothesis will be tested in this study: 
1) Jobs-Housing imbalance in Spring Hill, Tennessee has caused the majority of 









The distribution of Saturn employees and population growth from Nashville have 
changed the Spring Hill community from 1985 to 2006.  Spring Hill has now conformed 
into the Multiple Nuclei Model as an industrial suburb.  This section reviews the history 
of growth models and discusses the relevance to Spring Hill. 
  North American cities have become increasing difficult to generalize.  In the 
1920’s, cities were categorized into the Concentric Zone Model (Fellman, et al 2005).  
This simple but accurate city model was created by University of Chicago sociologist, 
Ernest W. Burgess. This model was a series of rings around a central business district or 
CBD. The highly accessible CBD contained most of the jobs and shops in the city.  The 
farther the rings were from the center, the less dense the communities were and the 
generalized higher income residents lived.  
 The Sector Model was established in the late 1930s due to cities starting to 
incorporate cars and highways. This model was formed by economist, Homer Hoyt.  The 
CBD was still the center of activity but businesses started to move outward along the 
highways. Also, high income residential, education, and recreation started to locate 
towards parkways. Commuting and highways became more prevalent in cities over 
time.  This increase led to the Multiple Nuclei Model by Chauncey Harris and Edward 




the CBD. This model emphasized the outlying business district and the rise of the 
suburbs. The outlying business district has all the amenities that a CBD would have but 
is established between high-class and middle-class residential.  Plus, outlying residential 
suburbs and industrial suburbs were established just outside the city limits.  The model 
establishes the spread or sprawl of the city.   
The Multiple Nuclei Model describes the relevance of highly specialized 
complexes in an area.  These complexes require large areas of land, and therefore, they 
can either attract or repel surrounding land uses.  Large complexes include airports, 
freeway interchanges, etc. These complexes would normally attract warehouses or 
manufacturing, hotels, and office space, however, they typically repel shopping centers 
and luxury housing. The freeway interchange between 396 and US Highway 31 would 
be considered the complex that has attracted the manufacturing location of the Saturn 
Plant. 
Due to the establishment of Saturn, Spring Hill can now be classified as an 
outlying industrial suburb as described by the Multiple Nuclei Model.  Industrial suburbs 
normally have one main job source.  In the case of Spring Hill, Saturn is the main job 
source. Without this corporation, the community would lose much of its housing and 
land value. Local people rely on Saturn for their financial stability.  Other small southern 
towns have followed Spring Hill’s example by bringing in an automotive corporation.  
Today, these cities might find themselves becoming an industrial suburb like Spring Hill. 
The Multiple Nuclei’s industrial suburb is becoming prominent throughout the 









Vance, AL, Canton, MS, Lincoln, AL, Hope Hull, AL, and others are bringing in 
automotive plants and this is changing the basic structure of their communities (Table
2.1). Many automotive corporations find it advantageous to locate in these outlying areas 
of southern cities because of convenient logistics and economic reasons similar to Saturn 
in Spring Hill. 
Table 2.1 Automotive Corporations in the South U.S. 
       Automotive Industries in the South 

















Spring Hill, TN 
San Antonio, TX 
Spartanburg, SC 
Birmingham / Talladega, AL 
Montgomery, AL 
Columbus, GA 










Figure 2.1 Location of Automotive Industries in the South 
The location of Saturn has had a large effect on the Spring Hill community.  Prior 
the community prided itself on its laid back, small town feel.  However, Saturn locating, 
record population growth, and congestion have turned this town into a busy industrial 
suburb. The town averages an astonishing 30.4 minutes of travel per day (Census 
2000a). Car dependency and increased land acreage ownership have grown within the 
city limits.  Nonetheless, the town of Spring Hill is heavily reliant on gas, massive 
amounts of emissions given off daily by vehicles, injuries and fatalities by vehicles, and 
especially traffic congestion and urban sprawl. These issues are the five problematic 





that there is a strong case for studying urban commuting if in the journey-to-work travel, 
there is congestion and sprawl causing environmental, social, or economic ills (1997).  
This study will explore the aspects of commuting and congestion because Spring Hill has 
complained about congestion on US Highway 31 and other local roads (Glasscock 2005).  
These issues are considered land use and transportation issues in the urban commuting 
research. 
Spring Hill is experiencing an increase in traffic.  The issue of traffic congestion 
has been researched in many areas of the world.  Results have found that congestion can 
happen throughout the day in any town or city, however, the most typical time occurs 
during the journey-to-work trips (Redmond 2001).  These trips are only twenty to twenty-
five percent of the average daily commute but they are the most basic and essential 
because they provide the economic benefits to allow other activities (Pisarski 2002).  
These beneficial activities like shopping are also being planned together with the journey-
to-work trips (Redmond 2001) further increasing the importance of those trips.   
Commuting Research 
In many cases, urban commuting research has focused on jobs-housing balance, 
excess commuting, and accessibility (Horner 2004).  The journey-to-work can be 
explored within each of the categories.  Giuliano and Small (1993) define jobs-housing
balance as the relative locations of jobs to housing within a given area.  Excess 
commuting is similar to jobs-housing balance because it compares the observed 
individual commute, taking into consideration the jobs-housing within that area, to the 







difference between the two would lead to the term “excess” meaning that this extra 
commute could be eliminated by exchanging the individual’s job or residence to establish 
a smaller commute.  Accessibility is closely related to jobs-housing but differs in that it 
incorporates the spatial separation to see if it adds additional awareness to the journey-to-
work commute. 
Jobs-Housing Balance
The original basis for research of the following two categories came from the 
conceptualization of jobs-housing balance. Jobs-housing balance plays a big role in 
studying the journey-to-work commute. Researchers working with the multiple nuclei 
structure need to analyze the relative locations of jobs with respect to housing and the 
spatial separation between them as a possible underlying force driving commuting 
(Sultana 2002).  Horner constructed a comparative study of 26 US cities that showed that 
the average commute lengths at the metropolitan scale are correlated with the level of
internal jobs-housing balance (2002).  Empirical results using jobs-housing balance have 
varied from city to city.  Giuliano found statistically significant, but relatively small, 
relationship between commute times and measure of jobs-housing balance in Los 
Angeles (1993). Wachs constructed a case study of jobs-housing balance for 30,000 
hospital workers in LA (1993). His results extend Guiliano’s in the sense that the 
employee’s work trip lengths did not grow over the six year analysis period rather the 
growth of the work force itself had contributed more to local traffic congestion.  Both 
Peng (1997) in Portland, Oregon and Cervero (1996) in San Francisco, California found a 




extremely unbalanced.  Cervero stated that the lack of affordable housing in job favored 
areas could play the role in the results (1996).  Moderate support for the notion that jobs-
rich residential and housing-rich workplaces correspond to shorter commutes in 
Washington D.C. was found by Levinson in 1998. Finally, an analysis by Sultana of 
Atlanta’s region, lead to finding a strong case of jobs-housing imbalances as the main 
culprit behind longer commuting (2002). Sultana also stated that by advocating housing 
developments near communities with plentiful jobs, it would help the imbalance (2002).  
All of these papers present strong cases in the wake of jobs-housing balance.   
Recently, jobs-housing balance research has incorporated GIS to show what 
commuting benefits could potentially bring with the reallocation of workers.  Scott and 
Getis reduced the commuting by simulating the redistribution of workers over the entire 
Los Angeles region. Their simulation was presented as if they were the urban planner 
who controlled all of the growth over a given time (1998).  Merriman also simulated the 
reallocation of residents in Tokyo. However, Merriman used the existing and other 
possible realistic planning practices into the land data to find the best results (1995).  
Finally, Horner stated that moving just the workers over the jobs in Atlanta allowed for 
better results in the redistribution of Atlanta’s region (2003).  All three studies 
demonstrated the potential that certain modifications would have on reducing their study 
area commute.  GIS has allowed this field of study to make great strides in gathering 
more results.   
Nonetheless, jobs-housing balance has received some criticisms.  With urban 






increasingly difficult to measure jobs-housing balance.  Some researchers are skeptical on 
how the jobs-housing balance will even reduce congestion.  Levine states that personal 
choice plays too prominent a role in housing and employment decisions (1998).  
However, Cervero argues the best by simply stating that a well-designed urban area with 
integrated residential and workplace locations (balance of jobs-housing) should promote 
less commuting (1989).  He also states that if the urban areas are designed spatially such 
that workers and residences are far away from each other (on average), then the 
commuting will be greater than it could be in an otherwise denser or compact 
arrangement.  I believe that Spring Hill’s lack of housing options will be the main cause 
of jobs-housing balance for Saturn employees.   
Excess Commute
Excess commuting studies are becoming more pervasive in urban research, 
however, much of the early excess commuting research lack consistent methodology.  
The initial ideas of excess commuting were proposed by Hamilton (1982) and White 
(1988). Hamilton’s research was based on the Concentric Zone Model (CZM) and the 
assumptions that came with the each ring.  He stated that given the stabilized location of 
the CZM that individuals will make minimizing commuting choices when picking a place 
of residency or job.  White, on the other hand, tried to capitalize on Hamilton’s 
assumptions of distribution by making a mathematical model to help simulate the actual
relocations of residences and jobs.  This model enabled White to make estimates not 






Recent research, in the area of excess commute, has diverged into different uses.  
According to Rodriguez, recent excess commuting can be broken into two broad 
categories of application.  It can be applied as an indicator of commuter efficiency and
sustainability (Rodriguez 2004). This indicator would measure Black’s five main 
problematic transportation issues change within a community over time.  Otherwise, it 
can be used to assess the urban policies established within a community towards reducing 
the commutes such as job-housing balance (Rodriguez 2004).  Many researchers will 
agree a high excess commute indicates that alternative housing location factors out weigh 
the importance of the journey-to-work commute while a low value indicates a strong 
bond between residential choices to journey-to-work commute.  However, recent work
has shown different results in cities due to divergent research techniques (Table 2.2).  
Recent excess commuting research has been applied to specific demographic 
situations. These researchers have used White’s measurements modified to segment 
commuters to find unique individual demographic needs within a community.  Cropper 
and Gordon used an equality constraint on residential location to find gender differences 
in excess commute (1991). Buliung (2002) in Toronto, Canada followed suit and used 
gender and employment class as the adjustment tool, as well.  Kim (1995) emphasized 
the constraints on two-worker households on employment mobility in Los Angeles.
Rodriguez used bank tellers in Bogotá, Columbia to show how a homogeneity job (a job 
typically distributed throughout a city) will show how a lack of work choices and 





Author (s) Area of Study Results 
Actual Commute Percent Excess  
 Urban Density Distributions  
Hamilton (1982) 27 Japanese cities 6-8 min 70 to 77  
  Small and Song (1992) Los Angeles 22.1 min 84 
Merriman et al. (1995) Tokyo 49.8 min 70  
Song (1995) Los Angeles 16.6 km 53 
   
 Mathematical Programming   
Hamburg et al. (1963) Buffalo 14.0 min 64  
White (1988) 25 US cities 22.5 min 11 
Hamilton (1989) Boston 14.0 km 47  Cropper and Gordon (1991) Baltimore 15.4 km 58 
 Small and Song (1992) Los Angeles 22.1 min 66  Giuliano and Small (1993) Los Angeles 23.0 min 60 
Merriman et al. (1995) Tokyo 27.8 min 29 
 Kim (1995) Los Angeles 24.6 km 33 
Scott et al. (1997) Hamilton (CAN) 23.6 min 73 
 Frost and Linneker (1998)  25 UK cities 4.5 km 51 
Horner and Murray (2002) Boise, ID n.a. 11 to 48 
 Buliung and Kanaroglou (2002) Toronto (CAN) 11.4 km 0.7 to 65 
All of these recent approaches have improved on White’s measurements to show 
how a place can be affected by certain demographic groups.  Yet, each result was based 
on some type of assumption.  This study will show how Saturn employees affect the 
Spring Hill area, however, this study will have a few assumptions.  This study assumes 
that most employees at Saturn are the main income of the family, even with a two-worker 
household. Also when reallocating the resident location of employees, this study 
assumes the housing prices of Spring Hill’s market are affordable to the employees.  
Finally, this study assumes that Saturn is the job source within Spring Hill.  It is 
recognized that the job multiplier for the area is 4.2, and that there are more local 
employees in Spring Hill than those at the Saturn Plant (Murray et al 2004).  







Accessibility is the newer and less explored category of the three urban 
commuting researches. Accessibility results often focus on the potential of a situation for 
interaction. Researchers in this field believe that it is a good way to assess a place’s 
situation within a bigger context (Harris 2001).  Shen’s research sums up what most 
researchers believe accessibility measures.  The research supports that generally smaller 
commuting levels transmit to higher levels of accessibility (2000).  From their formulas, 
methods, and models, researchers in this relatively new field have yet to come up with a 
common methodology for their approach (Horner 2004).   
There are two distinct ways of analyzing accessibility.  The first way is 
considered a location method.  It stresses the relative location of places to other places 
and quantifies their potential to interact with each other using some aggregate of 
geographical space (O’Kelly 2003). The second way focuses on the individual.  It too
stresses the relative location of activities, however, from the individual perspective 
influenced by their daily schedules (Kwan 1999).  Kwan and Weber updated in 2003, that 
the methods for location accessibility are not as favorable for measuring the individual 










According to Cumberland Region Tomorrow, the greater Nashville area consists 
of ten counties (Figure 3.1).  The city of Spring Hill, a recently formed suburb of 
Nashville, is included within this area.  It is the 13th fastest growing city (Census 2004) in 
the US and lies approximately 35 miles south of the state capital of Tennessee.  This fast 
growing city is conveniently nested between the bigger cities of Columbia (12 miles to 
the south) and Franklin (12 miles to the north).  Nashville’s airport, BNA, is 
approximately 40 miles north and east.   
Important Roads
The Nashville region is vehicle and interstate dependent and Spring Hill is no 
exception. According to the 2000 Census, Spring Hill averaged a daily commute of 30.4 
miles per day while Nashville is only 23.3.  Four main roads contribute to Spring Hill’s 
traffic: (1) Interstate 65, (2) Saturn Parkway, (3) US Highway 31, and (4) State Route 
840. Spring Hill is located approximately three miles west of Interstate 65.  Spring Hill is 
connected to I-65 by Saturn Parkway. The parkway or 396 was built in the wake of 
Saturn’s arrival in 1989. Saturn Parkway is exit number 53 on I-65 and is another 
important road in Spring Hill.  Spring Hill’s most prominent road is US Highway 31. 
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This highway runs right through downtown and most of the new construction in 
town is located here, also. Finally, the new SR 840 has arrived just to the north of Spring 
Hill. This road allows another great link to I-65 and US Highway 31.  SR 840 will 
eventually be a huge loop around Nashville. 
Some local roads in Spring Hill have seen increased traffic over the years.  The 
roads U.S. Highway 31, Duplex Road, Beechcroft Road, and both sections of State Route 
247 have caused concern among local representatives and residents.  Tennessee 
Department of Transportation (TDOT) has set up local meetings and examinations to 
discuss these roadways. Only Duplex Road has been approved for widening by TDOT.  
The city of Spring Hill had to pledge $500,000 of a total $12-$14 million cost for 




Figure 3.1 The Greater Nashville Area (Cumberland Region Tomorrow)  
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 City Divided between Two Counties
Spring Hill is unique because it is located on the border of Maury and Williamson 
counties (Figure 3.1). Until November 24, 1807, Maury and Williamson counties were a 
single county (Maury 2005). Even though these two counties were once one, their ways 
of urban planning have divulged.  Maury County calls itself a “plantation county” or a 
revitalization county. It prides itself on restoring history like plantation homes and 
natural look of the county. However, it has a rich past and present in industry, too.  In the 
past, the county was known for having abundant limestone.  Now Saturn is the center of 
focus, and it is located on the north end of the county.  The Saturn Plant is actually 
located at the intersection of 396(Saturn Parkway) and US Highway 31.  The biggest city 
in the county is Columbia.  The original Spring Hill is nestled in Maury County.  
Williamson County is known for being the home to many famous country singers.  The 
County contains many of the production staff in the country and Christian music industry.  
Williamson has turned into a busy suburb of Nashville.  It has become the suburb hub of 
retail and commercial development in Middle Tennessee.  The County ranks in the top 
thirty of wealthiest US counties by per capita, ranked in the top 100 of Fastest Growing 
Counties in the US, and has the number one growth rate in Tennessee (Williamson 2006).  
Franklin is the capital of Williamson; however, another large city in the north side of the 
county is Brentwood. Between Franklin and Brentwood lies the main retail center for 
Spring Hill and for southern Nashville counties called Cool Springs.   
Maury and Williamson Counties are different in many ways, however, they are 
similar in the fact that they both share Spring Hill.  Because the city is split between two 
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counties, the importance of both counties will be discussed.  Spring Hill’s recent 
explosion of developments has been lopsided towards the Williamson County side. 
Nonetheless, many residents have started to locate to the Maury side.  The counties differ 
in many perspectives (Table 3.1).  The Williamson County average person per square 
mile is almost double Maury County (Census 2000a). On the other hand, unemployment 
is almost two percent higher in Maury County (Census 2000a). Also, the median home
income in Williamson County is over 25,000 more annually. Nonetheless, the median 
value of owner-occupied housing units in Williamson more than doubles the value of
Maury’s. Demographic values and general location of Spring Hill have the city sitting in 
between the different counties. 
Table 3.1 Maury and Williamson County Comparison (Census 2000a) 
Maury Williamson
Persons per square mile  113.4 217.3 
Unemployment Rate  4.7 2.9 
Median Household Income  41,591 69,104 







Spring Hill had a population less than one thousand for much of its existence 
(Tennessee Statistical Abstract 2003).  Prior, the town actually decreased in population 
from 1960 to 1970 but from 1980 to 1990 the population rose 48 percent (Tennessee 
Statistical Abstract 2003).  By 1990, the city had a population of 1,464 (Census 2000b).  
This growth came at the arrival of Saturn.  Employees of Saturn have been hired from
1985 to 2005. Of those twenty years, the corporation hired many of its employees in 
three main years.  The main hiring years are 1990, 1991, and 1993.  From 1990 to 2000, 
the population rose 527 percent to 7,715 residents (Census 2000b).  Some of the 
explosion was due to Saturn employees, however, there could be another possible influx 
from Nashville growth.  From 2000 to 2005, the population rose 225 percent to 17,325 
residents (Special Census 2005).  Along with population, housing in Spring Hill has 
grown dramatically. In 1990, the town had just 580 houses (Tennessee Statisitical 
Abstract 2003), but by 2000, it increased 486 percent to 2,819 (2003).  From 2000 to May 
2005, Spring Hill housing rose 213 percent to 5,994 (2005).  The most alarming fact is 
that the city of Spring Hill has no long term master plan (Personal Communication, Frank 
Tamberrino, President of Maury Alliance, Planning Agency for Maury County 2005).  
Frank Tamberrino stated, “Spring Hill has not planned for the past 10 years and has not 
planned for the next 10 years either”.  Proper planning should precede a community 








DATA AND METHODS 
Data Collection 
The main objectives of this study are to investigate the local jobs-housing 
balance, explore Saturn employee commute and survey employee commute, and calculate 
excess commute.  In order to meet these objectives, three main sources of data were 
collected. The sources consist of local housing data, Saturn employee data, and Saturn 
employee survey data.  Each will give insight to the main task.   
Housing Data 
The local housing data were provided by Mr. Jonathan Duda, the Spring Hill 
Planning Commissioner, who established the data through multiple real estate surveys.  
The two surveys were done for the zip codes 37174 and 37179.  The city is split between 
counties so the two zip codes are essential in processing the data.  37174 is Maury 
County and has a total of 2009 homes.  37179 is Williamson County side and has 4011 
homes. These two zip codes actually consist of two separate cities, however, the 
combination will allow for a more accurate depiction of Spring Hill’s true housing and 
population. Spring Hill’s growth has spilled into the 37179 area code.  This area code 








new growth has recently spilled into the southern part of 37179, which is still considered 
part of Spring Hill’s area.  The housing data consists of the local address and date of 
build and/or last purchase on each home (Table 4.1).   
Table 4.1 Example of Spring Hill Housing Data Spreadsheet 
Property Address Property City Property Zip Last Sale Date Actual Year Built 
Code 
123 Practice St Spring Hill 37174 10/7/1994 1994
321 Practice Dr Thompsons Station 37179 2/20/2004 2004
Saturn Data 
The Saturn Employee Data were found through Ms. Debbie Long, GM Spring 
Hill Manufacturing HR, who established the data through current classified Saturn 
records. The data were up-to-date as of March 6, 2006.  They consisted of 5655 current 
employees in 163 zip codes that worked at the Saturn Plant.  The data included zip code 
of employee mailing address and date of hire.  However, 15 employees and 14 zip codes 
were from Michigan, Kansas, or California (Table 4.2).  These employees were 
confirmed employees who probably were on an extended leave of absence, medical care, 
or majority of family still resides there as home.  These employees will not be discarded 
for the jobs-housing balance because they will not alter the results.  However for 
commuting purposes, their results will be excluded.  This exclusion will make Saturn 
have 5640 employees in 149 zip codes (Figure 4.1).  The 149 zip codes are within five 
remaining states (Table 4.3).  Tennessee contains 110 of the 149 zip codes, while 
Alabama has a total 29 zip codes where Saturn employees call home.  Finally, Kentucky 








     State  Zip Code(s)
 MI 48027 48090 48185 48219 48327 48348 48429 48504 48506 49329





     State Zip Code(s) 
 TN 37011 37012 37013 37014 37019 37020 37022 37024 37025 37027 
 37033 37034 37037 37040 37042 37046 37047 37055 37058 37060 
 37062 37064 37065 37066 37067 37068 37069 37072 37075 37076 
 37080 37082 37085 37086 37087 37088 37091 37101 37122 37127 
 37128 37129 37130 37135 37137 37138 37144 37149 37153 37160 
 37167 37172 37174 37179 37180 37187 37188 37202 37204 37206 
 37207 37208 37209 37211 37212 37214 37215 37216 37217 37218 
 37220 37221 37222 37306 37330 37334 37352 37355 37388 37398 
 37811 38372 38401 38402 38425 38449 38451 38454 38456 38457 
 38459 38461 38462 38464 38468 38469 38472 38473 38474 38476 
 38477 38478 38482 38483 38485 38486 38487 38545 
 
 AL 35058 35601 35603 35610 35611 35612 35613 35614 35620 35630 
 35633 35640 35643 35645 35647 35650 35652 35661 35670 35671 
 35672 35673 35674 35739 35749 35750 35754 35773 35810 
 





Table 4.2 15 Excluded Zip Codes 








Surveys were developed to find out more about Saturn’s employees local 
commute and housing facts. These questions attempted to provide insight to local 
commuting behavior and travel times. Two-hundred and seventy surveys were 
distributed with 207 surveys completed and returned.  Of the 207 surveys, 206 are useful 
to the commuting analysis. Only one survey did not provide an address or zip code for 
location analysis.  The survey consisted of 16 questions ranging from multiple choice, fill 
in the blank, diagram, and open-ended.  The entire survey can be seen in Appendix A.1.  
Data Analysis 
Jobs-Housing Balance 
To address the Spring Hill jobs-housing balance, the Saturn employee data and 
the Spring Hill housing data were needed.  First, Saturn employee data were examined to 
find out how many were hired during the selected years of 1990, 1991, 1993, and 2005.  
The years of 1990, 1991, and 1993 represent the main hiring years for Saturn 
Corporation. The year 2005 was chosen to represent the closest current date possible and 
would represent the cumulative hiring to date.  Next, the local housing data were 
examined by build date to find out how many homes were built by the years mentioned.  
Finally, the jobs-housing balance was established for multiple years by a general 




Saturn Data Analysis 
The Saturn data analysis consisted of mapping the Saturn employee resident 
locations using GIS. The main goal of this analysis was to calculate the average 
commute of all Saturn workers to the Saturn Plant and to Nashville.  In order to find the 
average commute, the Euclidean distance was calculated between each individual 
employee zip code and the Saturn Plant or Nashville.  The individual zip codes were 
found by using “US zip codes”, part of ESRI Data, which plotted each zip code at the 
local postal office.  The Saturn Plant was manually plotted at the Saturn Plant entrance 
from Saturn Parkway (396).  The zip code 37208 was manually marked as the center of
Nashville. Each zip code was measured through proximity distance which measured the 
Euclidean distance of all the zip codes to Saturn and/or Nashville.  The proximity 
distance was found for 5640 employees (149 zip codes) and 5655 employees (163 zip 
codes) to Saturn and to Nashville. 
A basic comparison of commuting per state was determined.  Each state’s average 
was established by taking the Euclidean distance from home zip code post office to 
Saturn. The Saturn data were also used to find general population growth and the 
percentage growth rates of Saturn residents in the 11 main zip codes.  Data were grouped 
into the years of 1985 to 1993 (early hires) and 1994 to 2005 (later hires).  The data were 
examined for each main hiring year (1990, 1991, and 1993) and the cumulative hiring 
(2005). These categories were combined with the 11 main zip codes to see any trends in 
when employees were hired and where they located.  Also, the commute distances for 




The Saturn survey analysis consisted of using the Saturn Employee Surveys and 
GIS. The Saturn Employee Survey consisted of questions relating to the local commute 
and housing. The survey consisted of 16 questions including: local address, current and 
previous zip code, current ownership, Saturn seniority and hire date, work shift, number 
of minutes from home to work and from work to home, main route to work, moved since 
being with Saturn, if moved – previous ownership, commute change since being with 
Saturn, number of minutes in your commute changed since being with Saturn, objectives 
for choosing residential location, if moved – factors important in decision-making 
process, local commute improvement suggestion, and local commute biggest complaint 
from the Saturn Data.   
A general comparison between the Saturn data and the survey was done to see if 
the survey was accurate depiction of the entire Saturn workforce.  This analysis was done 
by finding the percentage of employees date of hire and by zip code for both groups.  
Next, an average commute was produced for the survey group.  Employee addresses were 
plotted using Address Geocoding in GIS. The Euclidean distance between the local 
address or zip code given to the Saturn Plant and to Nashville was determined.  The local 
addresses were plotted using ArcMap 9.1 and 2000 Census Tiger Files.  Any addresses 
that were not found were manually plotted by the researcher in an approximately 
appropriate area. Any addresses that were not distinguished or just given the zip code 









Plant and Nashville at zip code 37208 were used again in this analysis.  The points were 
measured using proximity distance to find all Euclidean distances. 
With survey data, the time and distance of travel between employees that have 
moved since working at Saturn (movers) and those that have stayed in the same residence 
(non-movers) were compared.  Distances of travel between employees with different 
hiring dates (1985 – 1993 and 1994 – 2005) were also compared.  These comparisons 
were broken down further by examining distances among employees that live greater 
than 10 miles to Saturn (10 miles plus) and those employees that live greater than 13.8 
miles to Saturn.  Thirteen miles represents the average of all employees and is referred to 
in the Results as “average miles plus”.  Survey data were also analyzed to compare the 
differences in distance to work between movers and non-movers.  The average commute 
for each of the three employee shifts was determined.  The average commute time was 
calculated for each major route from Saturn. Respondents were asked about what they 
value in a residential location and what factors may have led them to move or not to 
move. Then, the distance to work was compared between these two groups.  Lastly, the 
percent of employees who live in Spring Hill / Thompsons Station that have moved since 




Excess commute results required Saturn Employee Data and Spring Hill Housing 
Data. Five different results for two different scenarios in this category were calculated.  
The two scenarios of excess commuting were to benefit only Saturn employees, and to 
benefit the entire Spring Hill community and Saturn employees.  Each result used the 
following basic formula to find the answer. 
The basic excess commuting formula (White 1988): 
E = (Ta – Tr) / Ta * 100 
Where the abbreviations, E = excess commute, Ta = observed average commute, and   
Tr = theoretical minimum average commute.  
As stated previously, a few assumptions were made.  The first assumption is that 
each family relies solely on the income of the Saturn employee.  Unlike Kim (1995), this 
assumption means that Saturn is the main source of income in their families and will 
locate to benefit this commute only.  Basically, each Saturn employee’s main priority is 
to get the shortest commute to work. Then, this study assumed that Saturn is the only job 
source within the community of Spring Hill.  It is recognized that the community would 
actually see a job multiplier of 4.2 for each job created (Murray et al 2004).  The next 
assumption is that each house of a Spring Hill resident and Saturn employee can be 
switched despite any housing price differences between them.  These previous 
assumptions were implied in both scenarios.   The final assumption is that Spring Hill is a 
“bedroom” community for workers in Franklin, Brentwood, and Nashville (Glasscock 




currently living in Spring Hill.  This statement assumes that any move closer to Nashville 
will benefit the local residents.  This assumption was applied to scenario number two.   
The first scenario called to benefit only the Saturn employees regardless of Spring 
Hill residents commute interests.  First, Ta (actual commute) was calculated for all Saturn 
employee resident zip codes by averaging the distances that the Saturn employee 
commuted. Next, the Tr (theoretical commute minimum) was calculated.  Tr applies a 
theoretical commute in which people are moved into the closest house to benefit their 
commute. This scenario called for every employee to be moved into the Spring Hill area.  
An average commute distance was used to give distance from Spring Hill to Saturn.  The 
average Euclidean distance was found by finding the proximity distance for every house 
plotted into GIS from the housing survey.  If the address geocoding was unsuccessful, the 
researcher manually plotted houses to a general area to where the house most likely 
located. Any houses that were unable to be found were not used in the analysis.  
The second scenario called to benefit both the Saturn employees and Spring Hill 
residents commute interests.  To reiterate, it is believed that many Spring Hill 
homeowners are “bedroom” residents that commute to Nashville.  First, the Ta from the 
first scenario was used for all Saturn zip codes, however, a Spring Hill resident to 
Nashville was still needed to be found. The Ta was found by averaging all Euclidean 
distances from Spring Hill houses to Nashville.  These distances were found by using 
proximity distance in GIS.  Next, the Tr to benefit both groups were needed to be found.  
This step involved finding improving commutes for Spring Hill residents closer to 
Nashville by using Saturn employees’ location.  The average distance of the Spring Hill 
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resident must be longer than the average distance of the Saturn employee zip code to 
Nashville in order for the employee to be switched with the Spring Hill resident.  This 
limitation will exclude a number of Saturn employees from being moved into the area.  
The distance of the zip codes and number of residents that it will be affected by the move 
were averaged into separate average distances for Ta.  Then, the limited employees 
moved into Saturn and the total employees moved and not moved will be averaged into 
two separate Tr’s. Plus, the limited Spring Hill residents and all of the Spring Hill 
residents moved and not will be averaged into two separate Tr’s.  Each of the four will be 











In order to find the balance within the Spring Hill community, the current Saturn 
employee list and Spring Hill and Thompson Station Housing Data were obtained.  The 
Saturn employee list, provided by Saturn Corporation and General Motors, contains each 
employee zip code and date of hire.  This list consisted of 5655 employees.  Mr. Jonathan 
Duda, the Spring Hill Planning Commissioner, provided the city’s housing data.  The 
data contain 6018 houses that have the date a house was built or last bought.  The data 
also contain other attributes of each house including parcel number, type of building, etc.  
These data sets were analyzed to find the jobs-housing balance. 
Saturn Employee Yearly Distribution 
Saturn Employee Data consists of 5655 employees hired from 1985 to 2005 
(Figure 5.1).  In analyzing the data, there are three main hiring years compared to others.  
These three main hiring years are 1990, 1991, and 1993.  These three years combined 
consist of just over 61 percent of the current total employees.  Most employees were 
hired in 1990 (1443, 25.5%). In 1991, 1007 (17.8%) employees were hired and in 1993, 
1014 (17.9%) employees were hired.  From 1985 to 1993, a total of 4694 Saturn 















































Spring Hill / Thompsons Station Housing 
The town of Spring Hill is split between Maury and Williamson counties.  
Additionally, the nearby town of Thompsons Station (Williamson County) is often 
considered to be part of the Spring Hill community.  Because these towns are so 
integrated, the Spring Hill housing database contains information for both locations.  
Both Spring Hill and Thompsons Station had a total of 6023 buildings in the database, of 
which 6018 (99.9%) have the construction date and / or the date they were last purchased.  
Housing data were sorted by date of construction and then compared to the years of mass 
hiring. Since 1990, Thompsons Station has always had more houses (Figure 5.2).  In 






One year later in 1991, there were a total of 86 new homes, and again the majority of new 
houses were built in Thompsons Station (48 new homes).  During the last mass hiring in 
1993, 350 new additional homes were added almost equally across the two cities.  
Recently in 2005, there has been a housing boom and the total number of houses 
increased by 365% from 1993 (Figure 5.2).  During this timeframe, Thompsons Station 
housing nearly doubles that of Spring Hill, and the towns show a clear separation.  By 
2005, nearly 67% of the homes in the database were located in the Thompsons Station 
area. 





























Jobs-Housing Yearly Comparison 
Jobs-Housing Balance was calculated for four different years.  In 1990 (Figure 
5.3), Spring Hill had a total of 1205 homes while Saturn had a workforce of 2290 
employees.  By the year 1990, the community of Spring Hill had just over half (52.6%) 
the homes needed to accommodate the jobs in the community.  In 1991, Spring Hill 
added 86 more homes to the community making the total 1291.  Nonetheless, Saturn 
added 1007 employees to workforce.  The community had just fewer than 40 percent 
(39.2%) of homes needed to accommodate the employees.  The mass hiring in 1993, also 
showed an imbalance in the community.  Spring Hill added 350 homes to the community 
(1641), however, Saturn added 1397 more employees.  In 1993, the jobs-housing balance 
had Spring Hill only supplying enough homes to cover about 35 percent of the Saturn 
employees.  In 2005, Spring Hill finally had enough houses to theoretically accommodate 
all Saturn employees within the community.  There were 6018 homes while Saturn had 
5655 employees.  Spring Hill had 6.4% more housing than jobs within the community. 



































Saturn Data Analysis 
The next step in understanding the jobs-housing ratio is to examine the Saturn 
employee database by determining the location of the workers, when they were hired, and 
their average commute distances.  As mentioned, these data were provided by Ms. 
Debbie Long under special permission by Saturn Corporation and General Motors.  One 
of the provisions of using the data is that the employee names and street addresses could 
not be disclosed. This was issued to protect the employees and to provide anonymity for 
union/non-union workers. Locations of the workers, then, are provided by zip code 
instead of address. Although it is recognized that this may not be the most detailed level 
of study, the zip code analysis still allows for the general trends in employee locations.   
Descriptive and Analytical Statistics 
Employees By State 
Saturn employees are spread across seven states, including Tennessee, Alabama, 
Kentucky, Georgia, Kansas, Michigan, and California.  The remote addresses from MI, 
KS, and CA comprise a total of 15 employees, and they are most likely employees that 
have taken an extended leave of absence, home for medical care or family, or core family 
remains at that address.  These data were excluded from any of the analysis.  Excluding 
these remote workers, a total of 5640 were listed in the database.  Of this total, 98.2% 
live in Tennessee and 1.2% live in Alabama (Figure 5.4).  The remaining states each have 


































Figure 5.4 Number of Saturn Employees within each State 
Spatial Distribution of Saturn Employees 
The following section shows the spatial patterns of Saturn Employees by zip 
code. Saturn employees are spread over a total of 163 zip codes (Figure 5.5).  However 
after exempting the 15 remote employees, the workforce lives in 149 zip codes in four 
states. Tennessee has the most zip codes with 110 (67.5%).  Alabama has 29 zip codes 
(17.8%) in which Saturn employees call home. There are nine zip codes in Kentucky 
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11 Main Zip Codes 
From the 149 zip codes, there are eleven zip codes with more than 100 employees 
(Figure 5.7 and Table 5.1). These 11 main zip codes consist of 77.3% of the total amount 
of employees in Saturn (4370 employees).  The top three locations in which Saturn 
employees located are Columbia, Spring Hill, and Franklin.  However, Columbia has 
more employees than Spring Hill and Franklin combined.  Also, all eleven zip codes are 
within only four counties (Figure 5.6).  Maury County, Saturn’s home location, has over 
44% of the total amount of Saturn employees, Williamson County has 18.6% of the total 
employee workforce, Marshall County has 7.78% of Saturn’s employees, and Davidson 











Table 5.1 11 Main Zip Codes Location 
Zip Code City County # of Employees 
38401 Columbia Maury 1564 
37174 Spring Hill Maury 775 
37064 Franklin (south) Williamson 499 
37091 Lewisburg Marshall 278 
37179 Thompsons Station Williamson 227 
37067 Franklin (north) Williamson 208 
38451 Culleoka Maury 206 
37013 Antioch Davidson 203 
37034 Chapel Hill Marshall 162 
37211 Nashville (south) Davidson 130 
37027 Brentwood Williamson 118 
Percent of Saturn Workers per County 















Figure 5.7 11 Main Zip Codes of Saturn Employee Home Locations 
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11 Main Zip Codes with Date of Hire 
The 11 main zip codes were combined with the date of hire to find out when most 
people had moved to these locations. Employees who moved into the 11 main zip codes 
were analyzed to find amount trends (Figures 5.8 – 5.13).  In each of the results, the three 
main zip codes (38401, 37174, and 37064) remained consistent with the majority of 
employees moving into their area.  In 1990, zip codes, 37091, 37013, and 38451, showed 
signs of increased residential location.  In 1991, 37013, 37091 and 37179 had increased 
levels of employees moving into the area.  In 1993, 37067 and 37091 had a higher 
number of residents while 37211 and 37027 had numbers less than normal.  The zip 
codes 37179 and 37091 had increased by 2005. The years 1993 and earlier showed had 
higher levels of employees in 37179, 37091, 37013, and 37067.  The years 1994 and later 
























Figure 5.13 Saturn Employees in 11 Main Zip Codes, 1994 and Later 
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The numbers of employees normalized by area of zip code were also mapped.  
These results are shown for the years 1990, 1991, 1993, 2005, 1993 and earlier, and 1994 
and later. The results of the number of employees by zip code area are in Appendix C. 
Changes in the number of employees for each of the 11 main zip codes are 
reported in Table 5.2 and Figures 5.14 – 5.19.  First of all, the zip codes 38401, 37179, 
and 37064 represent 50.2% of the total Saturn employee population and the majority of 
the 11 main zip codes.  In 1990, one zip code experienced a substantial gain in 
employees:  37211 – 30.77%. Also, all zip codes south of the Saturn Plant experienced a 
slight gain in the amount of employees.  Nonetheless, there were four zip codes that 
experienced less gain: 37179 – 21.59%, 37027 – 18.64%, 37174 – 18.58%, and 37067 – 
16.83%. In 1991, four zip codes gained employees greater than the average:  37179 – 
22.47%, 37034 – 24.07%, 37013 – 25.62%, and for the second consecutive year 37211 – 
26.15%. There were two zip codes that experienced less growth than average:  37067 – 
14.42% and 37027 – 10.17%. Also, all zip codes south of the Saturn Plant experienced 
slightly less than average growth in employees (except 37034).  In 1993, there were three 
zip codes north of Saturn that had greater increase in employees than the average:  37013 
– 21.67%, 37174 – 25.42%, and 37067 – 27.40% (almost 10 percent more than the 
overall total). Zip codes, 37179, 37064, and 37091 experienced slightly more than 
average growth. Two zip codes remained below the overall total average:  37027 – 
14.4% and 37211 – 13.08%. Also, 38401 and 37034 experienced slightly less than 
average growth in 1993. During the time period 1993 and earlier, a majority of zip codes 





37064 – 86.77%, 37013 – 87.19%, 37211 – 88.46%, and 37034 – 89.51%, experienced 
the majority of gain in employees.  Interestingly, only two zip codes, 38401 – 80.90% 
and 37174 – 80.00%, had experienced less than average gain from 1985 to 1993.  Only 
these two zip codes, however, experienced more than average growth for the time period 
1994 and after: 37174 – 20.00% and 38401 – 19.1%. 
Table 5.2 11 Main Zip Code Percentage 
zip by05 %05 in90 %90 in91 %91 in93 %93 <93 %<93 >94 %>94 
38401 1564 27.7 431 27.6 242 15.5 251 16.0 1266 80.9 298 19.1 
37174 775 13.7 144 18.6 129 16.6 197 25.4 620 80.0 155 20.0 
37064 499 8.8 119 23.8 91 18.2 96 19.2 433 86.8 66 13.2 
37091 278 4.9 80 28.8 48 17.3 54 19.4 233 83.8 45 16.2 
37179 227 4.0 49 21.6 51 22.5 44 19.4 191 84.1 36 15.9 
37067 208 3.7 35 16.8 30 14.4 57 27.4 177 85.1 31 14.9 
38451 206 3.6 55 26.7 35 17.0 36 17.5 175 85.0 31 15.0 
37013 203 3.6 51 25.1 52 25.6 44 21.7 177 87.2 26 12.8 
37034 162 2.9 43 26.5 39 24.1 27 16.7 145 89.5 17 10.5 
37211 130 2.3 40 30.8 34 26.2 17 13.1 115 88.5 15 11.5 
37027 118 2.1 22 18.6 12 10.2 17 14.4 99 83.9 19 16.1 
11zip 4370 77.3 1069 24.5 763 17.5 840 19.2 3631 83.1 739 16.9 






























Distance between employees zip code and Saturn / Nashville were calculated 
using GIS. Each zip code was plotted at the local post office (Figure 4.1).  The Saturn 
Plant was plotted in its accurate location of 100 Saturn Parkway.  An additional point was 
added at the zip code of 37208. This point signifies the closest point to downtown 
Nashville. GIS defined the Euclidean distances between each employee zip code to 
Saturn and downtown Nashville by using proximity distance.   
Overall Commute 
The average commute of each employee was computed to Saturn and to Nashville 
by using the zip code data. The average commute to Saturn is 16.37 miles and to 
Nashville is 35.68 miles.   
Employees By State 
The average commute for each state was computed (Figure 5.20).  In Kentucky, 
the average commute is 103.95 miles to Saturn and 74.43 miles to Nashville.  In 
Alabama, the average commute is 69.39 miles to Saturn and 99.70 miles to Nashville.  In 
Georgia, the average commute is 117.12 miles to Saturn and 128.25 miles to Nashville.  
Finally, Tennessee’s average commute is 15.47 miles to Saturn and 34.79 miles to 




Average Commute of Saturn Workers per State 
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Figure 5.20 Average Commute of Saturn Employees (Zip Code Distance) 
 
 
11 Main Zip Codes with Date of Hire 
The average commute of the 11 main zip codes to Saturn and Nashville were 
analyzed to find out any differences between the years of hire (Figure 5.21).  The 11 main 
zip codes total average commute to Saturn is 12.14 miles and to Nashville is 33.12 miles.  
The average commute was computed for the years of 1990, 1991, and 1993, 1993 and 
earlier years, and 1994 and later years. The average distance of all 11 zip codes to Saturn 
are as follows: 1990 – 12.638 miles, 1991 – 12.635 miles, and 1993 – 11.70 miles.  Each 
year there was a slight decrease in mileage to work especially from 1991 to 1993.  The 
average commute to Saturn for 1993 and earlier years combined is 12.30 miles while 
1994 and later years is 11.35 miles.  There is a slight decrease of about a mile closer to 





33.95 miles, 1991 – 32.23 miles, and 1993 – 32.56 miles.  The year of 1990 is about a 
mile and a half farther from Nashville than the years 1991 and 1993.  The average 
commute to Nashville for 1993 and prior years combined is 32.88 miles while 1994 and 
years after is 34.27 miles.  There is a slight increase in about a mile and half farther from 
Nashville. Generally over time, Saturn employees are moving closer to work and farther 
from Nashville.   
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1994 - 2005 




    
Survey Analysis 
The Saturn Employee Survey consisted of questions relating to the local commute 
and housing. The survey consisted of 16 questions including: local address, current and 
previous zip code, current ownership, Saturn seniority and hire date, work shift, number 
of minutes from home to work and from work to home, main route to work, moved since 
being with Saturn, if moved – previous ownership, commute change since being with 
Saturn, number of minutes in your commute changed since being with Saturn, objectives 
for choosing residential location, if moved – factors important in decision-making 
process, local commute improvement suggestion, and local commute biggest complaint.  
Two-hundred and seventy surveys were distributed with 207 returned.  All but one of the 
207 surveys were useful to the analysis.  The one survey did not provide an address or zip 
code for location analysis. The 206 surveys were in a total of 30 zip codes (Table 5.3).  
The 30 zip codes consist of 4889 employees (86.45%) of the entire workforce.  The state 
of Tennessee had 29 out of 30 zip codes while one was from the state of Alabama.  All 11 
of the main zip codes are included in the survey (Figure 5.22).   
Table 5.3 List of 30 Zip Codes in Survey 
    30 Survey Zip Codes 
35652 37069 37218 
37013 37072 37221 
37019 37091 38401 
37027 37128 38451 
37034 37129 38462 
37046 37167 38464 
37055 37174 38468 
37060 37179 38472 
37064 37209 38474 




Figure 5.22 Survey Saturn Employee Zip Codes and Houses 
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Comparison between Survey and Saturn 
Zip Code Percentages 
A general comparison between the zip total percentage to the survey total 
percentage was done to see if the survey is an accurate percentage portrayal of entire 
Saturn workforce (Figure 5.23). Four percent differences in between actual percentage to 
survey percentage were considered noteworthy.  Only two zip codes were considered 
different from actual representation of the entire workforce.  The two zip codes, 37064 




Figure 5.23 Survey vs. Total: Comparison of Employees per Zip Code 
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Hire Date Percentages 
The comparison between the survey and total Saturn data by year of hire has 
many differences (Figure 5.24).  Four percent differences between the two are considered 
noteworthy. All three of the main hiring years plus three other years are considered 
different. The survey percentage is higher than the total percentage for the following two 
years: 1988 – survey is 11.27% and total is 3.77%, 1989 – survey is 25% and total is 
8.54%. The survey percentage is lower than the total percentage for the following four 
years: 1990 – survey is 11.27% and total is 25.52%, 1991 – survey is 5.39% and total is 
17.81%, 1993 – survey is 10.29% and total is 17.93%, 1996 – survey is 2.94% and total 
is 7.13%. Also, the general comparisons of the years 1985 to1993, 1994 to 2005, and 
1990, 1991, 1993 collectively were analyzed and found noteworthy, as well (Figure 
5.25). The percentage comparisons of 1985 to 1993 and 1994 to 2005 were both similar 
but still considerably different: 1985 – 1993 – total is 83% and survey is 75% and 1994 to 
2005 – total is 17% and survey is 25%.  Combining the years of 1990, 1991, and 1993 
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The survey addresses were plotted using Address Geocoding in GIS.  The 
Euclidean distance to Saturn and Nashville was established for each of the 206 surveys.  
The surveys are split into three groups of finding their point of distance:  census, found, 
and zip. The group, Census, represents all addresses that were automatically plotted by 
GIS with census data. The group, Found, represents any addresses that were manually 
discovered and manually plotted in GIS by the researcher.  The group, Zip, represents 
any employee addresses that needed to use the home zip code plot for distance 
measurement.  This Euclidean distance for the Zip group was done from the post office of 
the appropriate zip code (Figure 5.22). Of the 206 surveys, 132 (64.08%) were found by 
census, 11 (5.34%) were manually found, and 63 (30.58%) had their zip distance (Figure 
5.26). Of the 206 surveys, 154 supplied their actual home address while 52 only supplied 
a zip code for referencing distance.  Of the 154 addresses given, 143 (92.86%) addresses 
were plotted to their home location in the census or found groups (Figure 5.27).  The 
census group average distance is 13.12 miles to Saturn and 30.37 miles to Nashville.  
Found group average is 11.22 miles to Saturn and 26.88 miles to Nashville.  Zip group 
average distance to Saturn is 15.86 miles and to Nashville is 32.58 miles.  The total 






Comparison of Average Commute 




















Figure 5.26 Survey vs. Total: Comparison of Average Commute 


























Survey Results: Demographics 
Ownership 
General Saturn employee observations were examined through the survey.  First, 
the topic of current ownership was addressed in Question 3 on the survey.  A total of 182 
out of 206 surveys completed this question.  178 of 182 employees (97.8%) currently 
own the house they live in while only 4 employees (2.2%) rent.  The significance to this 
study is that the majority of employees are in houses. 
Movers vs. Non-Movers
Next, the employees were asked if they had moved since being with Saturn.  All 
206 surveys had answered Question 9. 118 employees (57.28%) said they had moved 
since becoming a part of the workforce while 88 employees (42.72%) have remained in 
the same place of residence.  The significance of this is that more than half the employee 
workforce has changed residence since being with Saturn. 
Movers Previous Ownership 
Of the 118 employees who moved 117 answered the follow-up question on 10 
about their ownership on their previous residence.  73.50% (86) of the moved employees 
owned their previous residence while 26.50% (31) rented.  More of a percentage of 
movers rented their previous place of residence than the current rent ownership.  It is 
assumed that some of the moving employees were intending to move into a permanent 








There are three main shifts for employees of Saturn; 1st, 2nd, and 3rd.  1st shift 
consists of both commute peaks (approximately 8am to 4pm).  2nd shift consists of only 
the afternoon commute peak (approximately 4pm to 12pm).  3rd shift consists of only the 
morning commute peak (midnight to 8am).  A total of 202 out of 206 supplied an answer 
to this question. The distribution of the employee survey is as follows:  1st – 148 
(73.27%), 2nd – 26 (12.87%), and 3rd – 28 (13.86%) (Figure 5.28).  The significance is 
that a majority of the survey results deal with the normal daily work shift hours. 













Survey Results: Commuting 
Commute Direction – 1st Road 
In the survey, Question 8 asked that the employee outline the main roads taken 
from home to Saturn.  179 out of 206 diagramed their main route to work.  Only three 
main roads can be taken from work to home (396, 31S, and 31N) so employees were 
grouped accordingly into 1st road group. The 1st road findings (Figure 5.29) are as 
follows: 396 – 80 (44.69%), 31N – 39 (21.79%), and 31S – 60 (33.52%). The 
significance of this study shows that employees use 396 the most and 31N the least.  












Commute Direction – 2nd Road 
The 1st roads outlets were grouped into a 2nd road category for each 1st road.  
For the 1st road, 396 (Figure 5.30), 52 employees (65%) took 65N, 11 (13.75%) took 
65S, and 17 (21.25%) took other roads. For the 1st road, 31N (Figure 5.31), 8 employees 
(20.51%) took 247W, 3 employees (7.69%) took Goose Creek Bypass, and 28 employees 
(71.79%) took other roads. For the 1st road, 31S (Figure 5.32), 13 employees (21.67%) 
took 43 Bypass, 9 employees (15%) took 412 East, 5 employees (8.33%) took 412 West, 
3 employees (5%) took 246N, and 30 employees (50%) took other roads.  The 
significance is that the majority of workers who take 396 use 65 North, 31N use a 
alternative road, and 31S split between alternative road and main road. 
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Figure 5.31 1st Road, 31 North, 2nd Road Distribution Percentages 
















Commute Time Change 
The survey asked in Question 12 if the number of minutes in their commute 
changed from year of hire to now. 199 out of 206 surveys answered this question.  
41.71% (83) said that their commute time has stayed the same.  While 58.29% (116) said 
their commute has changed in some way.  63 employees (31.66%) say that their commute 
has increased since starting. While, 53 employees (26.63%) say that their commute has 
decreased (Figure 5.33).  The significance is that the majority did not notice a change in 
time.  If time change was noticed, employees document more of an increase than a 
decrease in time.  












Commute Time Averages 
Question #7 asked about the usual number of minutes it takes to get from home to 
work and vice versa.  Answers were split into the three previous groups (census, found, 
and zip) to see any linkage. The average to work commute is as follows:  total – 23.96 
minutes, census - 23.03 minutes, found – 18.09 minutes, and zip – 27 minutes.  The 
average from work is as follows: total – 25.50 minutes, census – 24.61 minutes, found – 
19.45 minutes, and zip – 28.48 minutes (Figure 5.34).  The significance of this study 
shows that commutes home tend to be longer than to work. 























Changes in Commute: Time and Distance 
Comparison Percentages 
General comparisons of the changes in commute for selected survey groups were 
analyzed. Same residences, moved residence, 1985 to 1993, 1994 to 2005 were 
compared to all survey workers and to each other (Figure 5.35).  Two different commutes 
were analyzed: the commutes higher than 10 miles and commutes higher than the survey 
average (13.86miles).  All 206 surveys were used in this process.   
The all worker category (206) had 141 employees with a commute higher than 10 
miles (68.45%) while 78 employees (37.86%) had a commute higher than the average.  
The same residence category (88) had 67 employees (76.14%) had a commute higher 
than the 10 miles while 34 employees (38.64%) had a commute higher than the average.  
The moved residence category (118) had 74 employees (62.71%) had a commute higher 
than 10 miles while 44 employees (37.29%) had a commute higher than the average.  The 
1985 to 1993 category (153) had 102 employees (66.67%) with a higher commute than 
10 miles while 58 employees (37.91%) had a commute higher than the average.  The 
1994 to 2005 category (51) had 38 employees (74.51%) with a commute higher than 10 
miles while 20 employees (39.22%) had a commute higher than the average.   
The significance of this study shows that non-movers commute longer than 
movers, and that employees hired from 1994 to 2005 commute longer distances than 
employees from 1985 to 1993.  Also, there is a good majority of employees who 
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Figure 5.35 Category of Survey Commute Percentage Comparison 
Average Commute by Date of Hire 
Analysis was done for time and distance average commutes by date of hire.  
These averages were found for the groups of years, 1985 to 1993 and 1994 to 2005. The 
average commute distance (Figure 5.36) to Saturn is 15.35 miles for 1985 to 1993 and 
14.64 miles for 1994 to 2005.  The average commute distance to Nashville is 31.60 miles 
for 1985 to 1993 and 26.21 miles for 1994 to 2005.  The average commute time (Figure 
5.37) to work is 25.08 minutes for 1985 to 1993 and 25.78 minutes for 1994 to 2005.  
The average commute time from work is 27.59 minutes for 1985 to 1993 and 26.54 
minutes for 1994 to 2005.  The significance of this study is that earlier hires have a longer 
distance to Saturn and Nashville than the later hires.  Also, the earlier hires have a shorter 



















































Analysis was done for time and distance average commutes for movers and non-
movers. (Figure 5.38). The average commute for non-movers is 14.39 miles while 
movers is 13.46 miles.  Of the 88 non-movers, 87 surveys put an approximate number of 
minutes of change with the answer.  As expected (Figure 5.39), 54 (62.07%) employees 
had no change in commute. While 16 (18.39%) had an increase in commute for an 
average of 13.78 minutes.  17 (19.54%) employees had a decrease in their commute for 
an average of 6.32 minutes.  Of the 188 movers, 101 surveys put an approximate number 
of minutes of change with the answer.  The significance of this study shows a majority of 
the non-movers believe their commute has not changed.  Also, more employees believe 
their commute has decreased more than increased. 











Survey Non-Movers Average 
























The movers were first split into three moving categories: own to own, rent to own, 
and own to rent (Figure 5.40). 78 (77.23%) of the employees went from own to own with 
home ownership while, 31 (30.69%) employees went from rent to own with home 
ownership. Plus, 2 (1.98%) employees went from own to rent in home ownership.  Since, 
only 2 surveys consisted of own to rent, the results were discarded because it may be 
considered insignificant due to lack of comparison.  The majority of the movers had 
previously owned their previous and current home. 







Figure 5.40 Movers Commute Time Change in Category Percentages  
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Own to own movers results are as follows (Figure 5.41):  Increase – 29 (37.18%) 
Average change of 18.71 minutes, Decrease – 22 (28.21%) Average change of 19.09 
minutes, and Stay Same 27 (34.62%) (Figure 5.42).  The significance of this study is that 
the majority of own to own movers have reported an increase in time change. 







Figure 5.41 Owner to Owner Commute Time Change 
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            Rent to own movers results are as follows (Figure 5.43):  Increase – 12 (38.71%) 
Average change of 17.5 minutes, Decrease – 10 (32.26%) Average change of 11.5 
minutes, and Stay Same – 9 (29.03%) (Figure 5.44).  The significance shows that the 
majority of rent to own movers have increased their commute.  












   
Shift Time 
The average commute for each time shift at Saturn was analyzed.  Shift time and 
average commute to and from in minutes were used (Figure 5.45).  In the 1st shift (both 
peaks), the average commute to is 24.55 minutes while the commute from is 26.61 
minutes.  In the 2nd shift (afternoon peak only), the average commute to is 23.31(peak) 
minutes while the average commute from is 22.15 minutes.  In the 3rd shift (morning 
peak only), the average commute to is 21.54 minutes while the average commute from is 
23 (peak) minutes.  These results show a consistent increase in time during peak hours. 
Average Commute Time Change 
























The 1st road was analyzed in depth by adding either actual distance (miles) or 
average distance (minutes) to find out general differences to drive by direction.  The 
actual distances for the 1st roads are as follows (Figure 5.46):  396 - 17.04 miles, 31N – 
9.16 miles, 31S – 13.27 miles.  The “average to” distances for the 1st roads are as follows 
(Figure 5.47): 396 – 26.78 minutes, 31N – 20.78 minutes, 31S – 23.77 minutes.  The 
“average from” distances for the 1st roads are as follows:  396 – 28.46 minutes, 31N – 
23.77 minutes, 31S – 24.08 minutes.  The significance of this study shows employees 
who use road 396 drive longer distances than workers who use US Highway 31.  Also, all 
roads show an increase in the commute time from work. 
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Figure 5.47 1st Road Average Commute Time  
 
 
Main Objectives in Choosing Residential Location 
The employees were asked about the main objectives for choosing their 
residential location in Question13. All 206 employees supplied answers to the question.  
Six categories of safety from criminal activity, amount of local traffic, housing cost, 
amount of living space, quality of area schools, and proximity to mall, grocery store, etc. 
were the available answers.  If the survey category was marked most important or 
important, it was considered a significant category of importance to the employee.  The 
six categories were analyzed into commuting categories of higher or lower than the 
average (13.86 miles) and higher or lower than 20 miles (Figure 5.48).   
Using the higher average (out of 78), the results are as follows:  crime safety 






school 67.95% (53), and amenity 50% (39).  Using below average (out of 128), the 
results are as follows: crime safety 86.72% (111), traffic 71.88% (92), house price 
89.06% (114), live space 90.63% (116), school 70.31% (90), and amenity 55.47% (71).  
Using more than 20 miles (out of 46), the results are as follows:  crime safety 78.26% 
(36), traffic 60.87% (28), housing price 89.13% (41), live space 86.96% (40), school 
60.87% (28), and amenity 41.30% (19).  Using less than 20 miles (160), the results are as 
follows: crime safety 86.88% (139), traffic 70.625% (113), housing price 88.75% (142), 
live space 90% (144), school 71.88% (115), and amenity 56.88% (91).  Both categories 
value space, housing price, and safety from crime as values for choosing home location.  
Housing price was the only category that employees living longer distances put more 
value in. 
Survey Main Objectives for Residential Location 
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Figure 5.48 Main Objectives for Residential Location 
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 Main Factors for Moving
Question #14, only employees who moved since working with Saturn, deals with the 
factors that were important in the decision-making process.  116 out of 118 surveys that 
moved had filled out this question. There are ten available categories of importance to 
choose from (less crime, less traffic, more space, better school, live with spouse, better 
house price, school proximity, closer to work, closer to family, closer to amenity).  The 
choice would be considered significant if the employee marked it as very significant or 
significant.  The ten categories were analyzed into commuting categories of higher or 
lower than the average (13.86 miles) and higher or lower than 20 miles (Figure 5.49).   
Using the average lower (73), the results are as follows:  crime 28.77%, traffic 
32.88%, space 57.53%, better school 28.77%, spouse 10.96%, house price 36.99%, 
school proximity 12.33%, work 42.47%, family 10.96%, and amenity 17.81%.  Using the 
average higher (43), the results are as follows:  crime 32.56%, traffic 32.56%, space 
60.47%, better school 41.86%, spouse 11.63%, house price 44.19%, school proximity 
13.95%, work 11.63%, family 13.95%, and amenity 13.95%.  Using less than 20 miles, 
the results are the following:  crime 28.57%, traffic 31.87%, space 61.54%, better school 
32.97%, spouse 10.99%, house price 36.26%, school proximity 13.19%, work 38.46%, 
family 9.89%, and amenity 18.68%.  Using more than 20 miles, the results are the 
following: crime 36%, traffic 36%, space 48%, better school 36%, spouse 12%, house 
price 52%, school proximity 12%, work 4%, family 20%, and amenity 8%.  The main 
factors for residential change were space and house price.  Employees are living closer to 







Survey Movers Main Factors in Decision-Making Process 
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Figure 5.49 Movers Main Factors in the Decision-Making Process   
Spring Hill Results 
Local Demographic Comparison 
Employee surveys were used for analysis between Saturn and the city of Spring 
Hill/Thompsons Station.  Spring Hill had a total of 24 available surveys and Thompsons 
Station had a total of 8. All 32 were available for analysis of moving since Saturn opened 
(Figure 5.50).  With the two cities combined, 25 employees (78.13%) had moved since 
Saturn while 7 employees (21.88%) have remained at the same address.  Individually, 19 




























address. 6 Saturn employees (65%) of Thompsons Station have moved while 2 (25%) 
have same address.  The mode hire date of Spring Hill survey employees is 1988 while 
Thompson Station is 1989.  The combined mode hire date of the two cities is 1988.  The 
average survey commute distance to Spring Hill is 3.86 miles and Thompsons Station is 
4.47 miles.  The two city commute average is 4.16 miles.  The survey average commute 
time to work is 10.81 minutes for Spring Hill and 13 minutes for Thompsons Station.  
The average commute time from work is 11.52 minutes for Spring Hill and 14.81 minutes 
for Thompsons Station.  The two city average is 11.91 minutes to work and 13.17 
minutes from work. 
Lastly, the roads taken from work for Spring Hill survey employees are as
follows: 396 - 11 (45.83%), 31N – 6 (25%), 31S – 1 (4.17%), and no answer – 6 (25%).  
Thompsons Station survey residents have 87.5% (7) taking 31N and 12.5% (1) with no 
answer. The significance of this study shows a higher rate of employees who have 
moved into the Spring Hill area at a later time than they were hired. 
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Biggest Improvement and Complaint 
Lastly, the open-ended questions on what would be the biggest improvement 
needed in the community and the biggest complaints about the community were asked.  
104 employees out of 206 gave an answer to what they think needed to be improved in 
the local community. Of the 104, 79 (84%) gave a road problem response, 15 (16%) 
gave a house problem response, and the others were too broad or too remote of a 
response. Of the 79 road responses, 39 employees wanted wider roads especially 
Highway 31N to around the intersection of 840.  11 employees wanted some sort of 
traffic device (stop light or sign) especially around the Anapolis area.  8 others offered 
more shoulder space and turn lanes on 31N and S.  A few brought up how schools 
entrances are right off of the main road 31 (3 local schools).  The significance of this 
study is that the majority of employees value the quality of roads in Spring Hill.   
Of the 206 surveys, 111 replied to the question of what is their biggest complaint 
to the local community. Out of the 111, 74 (71%) responded that the roads are the 
biggest problem.  Almost all 74 had traffic as their complaint.  30 (29%) responded that 
the housing was their biggest complaint.  Of the 30, 16 had their biggest complaint 
towards general planning while eight had cost as their focus.  Six believe that the general 
explosive housing caused road traffic. The biggest complaint seems to be a domino 
effect of increased housing causing roads to be full of traffic.  The significance of this 









The excess commute for the Spring Hill / Thompson Station area and Saturn
employees was found by using GIS.  The excess commute was found for solely the 
benefit of Saturn workers and benefit for both Spring Hill residents and Saturn workers.
Each case used the basic transportation formula to get final results.   
Beneficial to Saturn 
The excess commute was done solely to benefit the Saturn employees.  All 
employees were theoretically put into a Spring Hill home to find the shortest commute to 
Saturn. The commute of all Saturn employees was the only result formed from this 
assumption.  The actual total commute (Ta) for all employees turned out to be 92,326.15 
miles.  If every employee could be moved into a house in the community of Spring Hill 
the theoretical commute would be 23,579.45 miles.  A total of 74.46% of the actual 
commute is considered excess for the Saturn workers. The significance of this study 
shows that the majority of a Saturn employee commute is not necessary.
Beneficial to Saturn and Local Residents 
The excess commute was done to benefit both Saturn and Spring Hill residents.  
The employee would be switched with a resident if the commute distance would be 
beneficial to both. If the commute is only beneficial one way, then the switch would be 
denied. The distances of Spring Hill residents were done by adding all housing data 
within the two zip codes (Figure5.51). Then, find the distance to Nashville and Saturn 




                       
interest. Next, the distance to Nashville and Saturn was found for the Saturn employee 
zip codes. Two comparisons were done to make sure it would benefit the commute for 
both sides before theoretically switching residential locations.  To benefit the Saturn 
workers, the Spring Hill resident average commute to Saturn had to be shorter than 
original Saturn employee zip code to Saturn.  To benefit the Spring Hill resident, the 
original Saturn employee zip code commute to Nashville had to be shorter than the 
Spring Hill average to Nashville.  A total of 44 zip codes were considered beneficial for 
theoretical switching (Table 5.4). The 44 counties consisted of 1493 Saturn workers to 
change residence with a resident of the Spring Hill / Thompson Station community 
(Figure 5.52). Five of the main Saturn zip codes would be beneficial to the commute:  
37064, 37067, 37013, 37027, and 37211. 
Table 5.4 44 Beneficial Excess Commute Zip Codes 
  44 Excess Commute Zip Codes
37011 37069 37135 37209 
37013 37072 37138 37211 
37014 37075 37167 37212 
37024 37076 37172 37214 
37027 37080 37187 37215 
37062 37082 37188 37216 
37064 37086 37202 37217 
37065 37087 37204 37218 
37066 37088 37206 37220 
37067 37122 37207 37221 








Figure 5.52 44 Beneficial Zip Codes in the Total Excess Commute  
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Excess Commute in Average Miles 

















to Saturn to Nashville 
Category 
Figure 5.53 Excess Commute in Average Miles (44 Beneficial Zip Codes) 
 
 
The sum of all 149 Saturn zip codes to the Saturn plant is 92,326.15 miles.  While 
the theoretical commute would be 69,628.17 miles.  The savings would save Saturn 
workers 24.58% of their total commute. However, if looking at just the zip codes 
switched, the actual commute is 28,923.29 miles with a theoretical commute of 22,697.98 
miles.  The excess commute of those 44 zip codes would be 78.48%.  The average miles 
to Saturn would switch from 19.37 to 4.17 miles (Figure 5.53).  The significance of this 
study shows that only a quarter of the workforce would benefit from the theoretical 
switch but those benefiting save a majority of their actual commute. 
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The sum of 6014 Spring Hill / Thompson Station homes to Nashville is 182,141 
miles.  While the theoretical commute would be 159,908.9 miles.  The savings would 
benefit the two zip codes 12.21% of their total commute.  However, if looking at just the 
number of employees switched (1493), the actual commute is 45,217.25 miles with a 
theoretical commute of 22,985.15 miles.  The excess commute of the 1493 residents 
would be 50.83%. The average miles to Nashville would change from 30.29 to 15.40 
miles (Figure 5.53).  The theoretical commute is a difference in about half the actual 
average commute. The significance of this study shows that only a small fraction of the 
Spring Hill residents would benefit from the theoretical switch but those benefiting save 
about half of their actual commute. 
An analysis of the individual zip codes who contributed to Spring Hill residents 
was made.  A savings of over 450 miles was considered a significant savings to the 
commute. The Spring Hill residents’ savings came from seven significant zip codes 
(Figure 5.54). Five of the seven are part of the 11 main zip codes (37211, 37027, 37013, 
37067, and 37064) plus 37217 and 37069. The seven main zip codes combined for 87% 
of the savings while 37 other zip codes made up the other 13%.  37064 accumulated 27% 
of the total savings alone. The significance of this study is that a majority of the excess 




Figure 5.54 44 Zip Code Contributions to Spring Hill Resident Excess Commute 
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An analysis of the individual zip codes who contributed to Saturn employees was 
made.  A savings of over 450 miles was considered a significant savings to the commute.  
The Saturn employees’ savings came from 10 significant zip codes (Figure 5.55).  Five of 
the ten are part of the 11 main zip codes (37211, 37027, 37013, 37067, and 37064) plus 
37217, 37069, 37086, 37167, and 37129. The 10 main zip codes combined for 85% of 
the savings while 34 other zip codes made up the other 15%.  37013 accumulated 21% of 
the total savings alone. The significance of this study is that a majority of the excess 














A local gas expenditure chart was made to put the aspects into perspective (Figure 
5.56). The chart was formed using the actual and theoretical commutes of Saturn 
employees and Spring Hill residents affected by the 44 beneficial zip codes.  The results 
were based on the fleet fuel economy average of 20 miles per gallon according to Dr. 
Mark Cooper, Consumer Federation of America’s Director of Research (Gillis 2006).
This comparison showed that huge differences in yearly gas expenses if gas was priced 
from three, four, or five dollars.  Saturn workers would benefit close to four fifths from 
their actual gas expense if moved into a closer Spring Hill home.  Likewise, Spring Hill 
residents would save about half their gas expense if moved into a Saturn employee 
residence. 





































3 dollars a gallon 
4 dollars a gallon 
5 dollars a gallon 









There are many similarities and differences when comparing the results of this 
study to other researchers findings. The researcher Wachs et al (1993) researched the 
jobs-housing balance of a big corporation in Los Angeles.  Their results were formed 
through a survey. Dissimilar to this research, they found that jobs-housing was not a 
main factor in traffic congestion rather the growth of the workforce was more of an issue.  
Also, their case study had shorter average commute distances than this study found.  
However, their results were similar in that the average commute distances did decrease 
slightly over time.  Their findings were similar in that the majority of employees did not 
see a commute time change with decrease in commute times being the least documented.  
Also, similar was that people who moved from own to own generally lengthened their 
commute. Lastly, they showed the same result as this study in regard to employees 
valuing safety from crime and more space as a main contributor in moving decision, 
however, my results also showed value in housing price. Since my research was based 
on a section of a city, the local excess commute findings in my research are comparable 
to almost all levels of excess commute.  The potential savings of 74% are comparable to 
higher levels of excess commute in studies done by Scott et al (1997) and Hamilton 
(1982). However, actual savings found in this study of 25% are comparable to lower 
levels of excess commute in studies done by White (1988), Kim (1995), and 
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Merriman et al. (1995).  Nonetheless, the ranges in findings of this study are similar to 
the range in excess commutes done by Horner and Murray (2002) and Buliung and 
Kanaroglou (2002). However, this study agrees with Cervero in which jobs-rich areas 
will see greater differences in jobs-housing balances (1996). 
The results show past significant jobs–housing imbalance in the communities of 
Spring Hill / Thompsons Station that have affected the Saturn commute.  However, 
Saturn employees are showing an effort to reduce the distance of their commute.  A 
current analysis of the jobs-housing balance in Spring Hill / Thompsons Station would 
show that the community is a balanced community.  However, if the jobs-housing 
balance were analyzed from 1990 to 2005, an imbalance would be shown involving the 
number of employees at Saturn in relation to the local community.   
The main hiring years of Saturn employees were analyzed to find the real balance 
of the community. In 1990 and 1991, the number of jobs outweighed the number of 
houses by around one half. The imbalance got worse by 1993.  The community only had 
about 35% of the homes to accommodate the workforce.  Until 2005, the houses have 
lacked the number of jobs.  While in 1985, the community and Saturn had made official 
plans to bring in the plant, it took the community 20 years to have enough housing to 
accommodate the local workforce.   
In this study, a job multiplier was not used in the analysis.  The results would 
have showed a bigger imbalance of jobs to housing within the community.  According to 
the Department of Energy in 2004, the state of Tennessee should expect for every one 
job, 4.2 additional jobs should be expected within the community (Murray et al 2004).  
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The job multiplier would have established an estimated 23,751 extra jobs for the 
community. These extra jobs provide disjointed and sparse travel destinations.  
Nonetheless, the concentrated bulk of the local commuting is still created by Saturn 
employees.   
The community was obviously not prepared for the amount of people the business 
was bringing in. In turn, this lack of preparation caused many employees to have no 
choice but to live elsewhere and endure longer commuting.  Nonetheless, today 775 
Saturn employees live in Spring Hill and 227 live in Thompsons Station.  Approximately 
one out of six Saturn employees are Spring Hill residents.  However, there is still room 
for improvement because 82% of the current entire workforce still lives outside the 
borders of the two cities. Most of the employees (around 77.3%) live in 11 zip codes that 
are a part of four counties close to the Saturn Plant: Marshall, Maury, Williamson, and 
Davidson. The employees’ location choice leads to the conclusion that distance to work 
was important in their decision process.   
These 11 main zip codes were analyzed with date of hire to see any time frames 
of interest. The first interest was to investigate the individual main hiring years.  In 1990 
and 1991, more employees located in southern Davidson County.  The migration of 
employees to this area could be in part to being closer to the amenities of Hickory Hollow 
Mall (the closest mall to Spring Hill at the time) and / or Nashville International Airport.  
However in 1993, Cool Springs Mall (the closest mall to Spring Hill as of today) opened 
in northern Franklin which caused a migration of workers to Williamson County.  The 




1994 – 2005. In the early main years of hiring employees located more to Franklin, TN, 
southern Davidson County, and Marshall County. However, the city of Spring Hill was 
the only main zip code to have less employees move to it.  For the years from 1994 to 
2005, only the zip code of Spring Hill had lured more employees than others.  While, 
south Franklin, southern Davidson County, and Marshall County had less than the normal 
move into the area.  This shows that only until the later years of Saturn did Spring Hill 
become desirable to live in.  A possible answer is that the housing availability increased 
which allowed more employees to decide if Spring Hill was a good place to live.  It is
unsure how many employees would have lived in the community if housing was 
available at the time of hire. 
The results show a general trend of Saturn workers living closer to work and 
further away from Nashville.  These results show a real effort from the Saturn employees 
to improve their journey-to-work commute under the circumstances.  New hires are 
living closer to work than the veteran workers due to the greater availability of local 
housing. The 11 main zip codes support the generalized trend of workers reducing their 
commute over time.  If hired from 1985 to 1993, their commute is 12.30 miles. If hired 
from 1994 to 2005, the commute is 11.35 miles.  Veteran employees are moving closer to 
work. The survey shows that 118 employees have moved since being with Saturn 
(57.38%). However, within Spring Hill / Thompson Station 78.13% have moved since 
being with Saturn.  21% more people have moved into the community compared to the 
normal of Saturn employees. The survey shows that the employees who have moved have 






Spring Hill is a good example of commuting and housing issues that may arise in 
an industrial suburb. In general, suburb cities that desire to persuade an automotive 
corporation giant should be aware of other commitments to the area.  Housing an extreme 
number of employees in a matter of years is no easy task.  Without the proper amount of 
housing, a commuting issue may arise later. However, ready housing may not be the 
personal preference of local employees.  Nonetheless, limited resident ordinances and 
zoning of employees could be a method to improving the commute.  The jobs that come
with these auto corporations are a great advantage for the local economy and growth but 
proper planning is needed to ensure a good community to employee commuting 
relationship. 
Excess commute results show needed improvements in local commuting within 
Middle Tennessee but specifically Spring Hill area.  The local excess commute shows 
huge commutes for the local residents to Nashville.  The excess commute that benefits 
only Saturn shows that Saturn has a big excess commute of 74.46%.  If done to benefit 
both parties, it shows big savings for the 1493 Saturn employees in the 44 zip codes.  
78.48% of their commute is considered excess.  However if results are put into all Saturn 
workers commute, it would show that only 24.58% is excess.  The results show a good 
potential for Saturn employees to reduce their commute.  By theoretically switching with 
the local community, the employees would save a third of their potential.  These answers 
to the excess commute should bring viable cause for other industrial suburbs to take heed 






This study investigated the commuting patterns of Saturn employees on the local 
community. The two main focuses of the paper were to investigate the jobs-housing 
balance and excess commute of the Saturn workforce and Spring Hill / Thompsons 
Station communities. The history of Spring Hill / Thompsons Station communities’ jobs-
housing balance may provide a viable reason for Saturn’s excess commute.  The extra 
supplement of the survey adds viability to the argument.  The survey and Saturn data 
does show signs that Saturn employees are mobile in residency. 
More case study research needs to be done in the field of urban commuting.  The 
research topics of jobs-housing and excess commute are lacking individual studies and 
are more abundant in broad studies.  Communities that have past or present imbalances 
like a jobs rich or housing rich communities should be further researched to see if they 
are a main source of excess commute.  Many automobile plants are being built 
throughout the country but especially in southern states.  The automobile plants have 
been popular in southern suburb or exurb communities. Further research needs to be done 
to analyze spatial relationships between the worker and housing ratios within the 
community. 
Limitations
There were several limitations to this study.  First, distances for all employees and 
some survey addresses were found through the zip code distance to Saturn.  Next, some
survey addresses and local Spring Hill / Thompson Station homes were manually plotted 
for better accuracy than zip code. Then, all distances were done by Euclidean distance. 
Also, Spring Hill is part of the larger metro area of Nashville.  An excess commute of the 
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whole city may give a broad insight or comparison to the narrow answer found.  This 
may show really how many Saturn employees and Spring Hill residents can move in and 
out of the area. Another limitation was the broad assumption that all current Spring Hill 
residents commute to Nashville. This assumption allowed any resident to move closer to 











This study examined the jobs-housing balance and the excess commute of Saturn 
employees in Spring Hill.  In conclusion, the community of Spring Hill has experienced 
an extended period of a jobs-housing imbalance.  The dearth of housing likely resulted in 
the majority of employees having to live outside of the local community.  In addition, the 
jobs-housing imbalance is a contributing factor for Spring Hill’s higher than average 
commute. Nonetheless, using GIS it is clear that later hires are living closer to Saturn 
than earlier hires. A survey of Saturn employees showed a majority of worker 
commuting occurs on secondary roads, roads that were not meant to handle the volume of 
traffic.  This exasperates the Spring Hill traffic.  The survey also showed that over half
the employees have moved since being with Saturn and that many are moving into the 
Spring Hill community. However, traffic is a major concern of all employees.  
Additionally, some of the earlier hires have decided to reduce their commute by moving 
into the Spring Hill community.  Yet, Saturn employees still have 74% of their actual
commute to be considered “excess”.  The excess commute showed that it would be more 
beneficial for Saturn employees to move to Spring Hill than Spring Hill residents to move 
closer to Nashville. Under the scenario of benefiting both commutes, Saturn employees 





This research has both theoretical and empirical significance.  Theoretically, it is 
suggested that other communities who desire or have an automotive plant should be 
better aware of the relationship between commuting and housing.  It is recommended that 
future developers develop early and closer to job locations.  This will mitigate potential 
future commuting problems.  Empirically, it is suggested that Spring Hill consider these 
traffic patterns borne out by this thesis when planning for the future.  The community has 
a major excess commute, but Saturn employees show signs and have economic incentives 
to be closer. Thus, it is suggested that Spring Hill housing continue to be developed 
closer to Saturn. However, housing development is not the only solution to this 
complicated traffic problem because many of the new houses would be bought by people 
from Nashville sprawling into Spring Hill.  New housing may need to have temporary 
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Road Name  (38) 
Becky Ln 
Billy Ln 
Brock Way  
Carlyon Ct 
Chunn Valley Dr 
Coolmore Ct  







Davis Green 4 
Deer Creek Blvd 6 
Dove Cir 2 
D V Cir 28 
Earnhardt Dr 3 
Gander Ct 6 
Golden Pond Ln 15 
Golf View Way 













Lilac Ln 4 
Newcastle Rd  3 
Nicole Dr 2 
Patriot Dr 17 
Patterson St 5 










Ruben Rd 14 
Silver Leaf Ln 3 
St. Andrews Ln 9 
Sunflower Dr 4 
Tate Ct 1 
Timberwolf Ct  3 
Weston Ln 12 
Winter Ct  7 
Table A.1 Manually Plotted 37174 Homes 
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Table A.2 Missing Points of 37174 Homes 
Road Name (14) 










Deer Creek Ct 
8 
7 
Deer Run 14 
Deer Trail Dr 9 
Deer Valley Dr 
Eagle Ct 












Table A.3 Manually Plotted 37179 Homes 
Road Name ( 105 ) 
1 Adelaide Dr 
#ofhouses ( 1696 ) 
43 
2 Afton Ct 9 
3 Alston Ct 3 
4 Annapolis Cir 
5 Aragon Ct 




7 Arno-Allisona Rd  10 
8 Arno Rd 3 
9 Aston Woods Ct  3 
10 Aston Woods Ln 27 
11 Auldridge Dr 
12 Augustine Ct 




14 Baslia Ln 10 
15 Bairnsdale Dr 11 
16 Beaufort Pl 11 
17 Beaumont Tr  10 
18 Bern Dr 22 
19 Bethesda-Arno Rd 20 
20 Bethesda-Duplex Rd 
21 Birch Ln 
1 
1 
22 Boston-Theta Rd 13 
23 Branchside Ct 17 
24 Bridle Path Ct 1 
25 Brixworth Dr 12 
26 Bryson Cv 
27 Bunbury Ct 
28 Bunbury Dr 





30 Campbell Station Pkwy  
31 Carlton Ln  
4 
21 
32 Cashmere Dr  26 
33 Catalpa Ct 
34 Chancellor Dr 
6 
29 
35 Chelmsford Ct  5 
36 Danes Dr 12 
37 Danville Cir 13 
38 Eric Ct 8 
39 Evanston Way  
40 Fair House Rd 
13 
31 
41 Fairview Rd 1 
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42 Field Farm Ct 6 
43 Freiburg Dr 
44 Freshwater Ct 
17 
8 
45 Fry Rd 
46 Geneva Dr 
3 
16 
47 Hancock Cir 15 
48 Hansford Dr 20 
49 Ipswitch Ct 
50 Ipswitch Dr 
51 Jeffrey Ct 





53 Lafayette Dr 
54 Lantana Dr 
25 
7 
55 Lecton Ct 4 
56 Lewisburg Pk 
57 Lichfield Ct 
27 
10 
58 Lismore Ct  4 
59 Liverpool Dr 
60 Loudenslager Dr 
61 Loughborough Ct 





63 Luton Ct 3 
64 McCoury Ln 
65 McDonough Cir 




67 Mildare Ct 6 
68 Milton Ct  10 
69 Milton Ln  2 
70 Monterey Ct 
71 New Path Ct 
3 
6 
72 Newport Commons Dr 
73 Newport Cove Ct 
74 Newport Meadows Cir 
75 Newport Royal Rd 






77 Overton Dr 6 
78 Owl Hollow Rd 10 
79 Parliament Dr  20 
80 Randall Ln 29 
81 Saddle Springs Blvd 
82 Saddle Springs Dr 




84 Savannah Springs Dr 





86 Saybrook Trl 
87 Scafell Ct 
13 
3 
88 Shropshire Ct 
89 Staunton Mill Ct
5 
 8 
90 Summerville Cir  43 
91 Sutherland Dr 64 
92 Sweeney Hollow Rd 
93 Tanyard Springs Dr 




95 Tellico Dr 15 
96 Thompson Station East  





99 Tisdale Dr 9 
100 Underhill Ct 6 
101 Watauga Ct  
102 Westchester Ln  
37 
2 
103 White Rock Rd  9 
104 Williford Ct  6 
105 Zurich Dr 38 
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Table A.4 Missing Points of 37179 Homes 
Road Name ( 15 ) 
Broken Rd G Hollow Ln 
#ofhouses ( 68 ) 
4 
Carter Rd 1 




Gander Branch Rd 3 
Gray Ln 
I65 – I65 
2 
1 
Leipers Creek Rd 
Rachel Beth Ct 
1 
3 
Rock Bridge Ln 
Sammie Ln  
3 
2 
South Station Dr 21 








    #                                                                 Address Survey #  GIS # (FID)
1. Dinan Court Spring Hill, TN 37174 8 0 
2. Lilac Ln Spring Hill, TN 37174 28 9 
3. Polo Fields Ln Columbia, TN 38401 31 10 
4. N. Clematis Court  Franklin, TN 37067  35 2 
5. Steelson Court Murfreesboro, TN 37128  64 6 
6. Parliament Dr.  Thompsons Station, TN 37179 65 7 
7. Richards Glen Dr. Franklin, TN 37067 80 3 
8. N. Amber Dr.  Spring Hill, TN 37174  94 1 
9. Sumter Court  Franklin, TN 37067 102 4 
10. Chunn Valley Dr. Spring Hill, TN 37174 130 8 
11. D Ann Dr. Murfreesboro, TN 37129 139 5 













































   
 
   
                                            
 










      

























   
 
   
      
Error!
____________________________
Table C Saturn Employee Survey 
Saturn Employee Survey 
Local Commuting and Housing Questions 
Reminder:  This survey is voluntary.  Whether you participate or not in this survey 
will have no bearing on your employment and the answers will be kept confidential.
1. OPTIONAL Address: _____________________________ (can just give just street name)
2.  (a) Current Zip Code: ___________   (b) Prior Zip Code Before Move to Saturn: ____________   
3.  Ownership status of current residence (own or rent) (Circle answer) 
4. Number of Years with Saturn: _______ (year)
5. Hire Date________ (year) 
6.  Work Shift ________________ (time & shift category)
7.  (a)What is the usual number of minutes it takes to get from home to work? _________ (min)
 (b)What is the usual number of minutes it takes to get from work to home? _________ (min) 
8.  Outline the main route in your commute to Saturn. 
9.  Have you moved since being with Saturn or same Residence? _______________
10.  If moved since working with Saturn, ownership status of past residence (own or rent) (Circle answer) 
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11.  Has your commute changed from your original commute? If yes, what main roads differ?
12.  Has that number of minutes in your commute changed from year of hire to now?  (Multiple Choice) 
A) Decrease__________ approx. min    B) Increase_________ approx. min    C) stay same
13.  What were your objectives for choosing your residential location:  (Rate by Circle)
Topic of Importance most important important didn’t care no opinion 
Safety from criminal activity 3 2 1 0 
Amount of Local Traffic     3 2 1 0 
Housing Cost   3 2 1 0 
  Amount of Living Space 3 2 1 0 
 Quality of Area Schools  3 2 1 0 
 Proximity To Mall, Grocery Store ,etc. 3 2 1 0 
14.  If moved since working with Saturn, what factors were important in your decision-making process:
(Rate by Circle) 
Topic of Significance very significant significant ok insignificant very insignificant no opinion 
Less Criminal Activity 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Amount of Local Traffic    5 4 3 2 1 0 
More Living Space 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Better Schools 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Moved to Live with Spouse 5 4 3 2 1 0 
More Affordable Housing 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Closer to Schools 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Closer to Work 5 4 3 2 1 0
Closer to Family/Friends 5 4 3 2 1 0 
Closer to Mall, Grocery Store, etc. 5 4 3 2 1 0 
15.  What are some improvement suggestions you would make to the local commute or housing in Spring
Hill?
16.  What is the biggest complaint you would make about the local commute or housing in Spring Hill?
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